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Abstract—Trustable and reliable image capturing is critical to
ensure the security of autonomous driving and driver assistance
systems. It requires the image is captured by the authorized
sensor as it is claimed and the image content is intact. However,
such authentication techniques adaptable on practical vehicle
image sensors are still in a lack. Here we propose an in-
sensor physical unclonable function (PUF) design for reliable
sensor sourcing and image content authentication. The design
exploits the unique self-discharging behavior of each sensor
pixel’s capacitive well structure.

Background. During autonomous driving, environment im-
ages are continuously captured by the on-vehicle sensors
and processed by the on-vehicle processing unit, such that
proper driving actions can be performed by the control system.
A successful injection of images from manipulated sources
or tampered images can result in serious damages. Coun-
termeasures, such as digital signature based on asymmetric
encryption or AI-enhanced image authentication, come with
limitations on vehicles for reasons, including the sensors’
limited computing resource and advanced content generation
techniques.

PUF-design. Previously, a PUF-based image authentication
design was proposed for the authentication of image sourcing
camera and image integrity in [1], where the fixed pattern noise
(FPN) of sensor pixels was used to build the PUF module.
Since FPN is sensitive to the environmental light, a mechanical
shutter shielding the sensor is thus necessary to allow the
PUF to work correctly. However, such a mechanical structure
is typically not available in compact vehicle image sensors.
Here we propose a new in-sensor PUF design based on the
capacitive well structure in pixels (highlighted by red frame
in Fig. 1a).

The well structure can be covered by masking materials.
When the gate TX in Fig. 1a is set off, the well structure is
isolated from the light impacted area, making it insensitive
to environmental light and hence can be applied on vehicle
image sensors. Transistor T1 is used to control the charging
of the capacitive well, while the discharging occurs through
surrounding circuits. Due to the variation during the man-
ufacturing process, the discharging rates of different pixels
are slightly and randomly differ. Such behaviors are used to

build the PUF. Image features are extracted to serve as PUF
challenges and the well discharging rate comparing results are
used for PUF responses. The authentication tag generation are
depicted in Fig. 1b.

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of proposed image authentication solution

Authentication. Each image from the sensor is verified
with the corresponding tag and sensor ID. As comparing to
tampering, the benign altering of extracted feature is typically
within a small range, we compare the bit error rate of each
DCT block feature and use the highest value among them as
the basis for judgment. (Fig. 1c).

Experiments. Device-level capacitive well discharging sim-
ulation results, tampered image authentication and falsely
claimed source authentication results are described in Fig. 2a,b
and c, respectively. Data set used here is from [2].

Fig. 2. Experimental results.
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